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Among us tips crewmate

Isn't anybody playing among us right now? Among our player number peaked at almost 400,000 simultaneous players in the last 30 days on Steam. In April this year, the monthly peak didn't reach even 1,000. With so many new players, there is a serious need for coaching. Don't worry; We are here to help you defeat Crewmate in our first among us guide is the best darn detective you can (and probably
lose some friends in the process). Among us is a multiplayer game played in groups of 4-10 people. Most players have Crewmates, but 1-3 of them (depending on the game settings and player number) are Imposters. Crewmates have to figure out who imposters are and vote them out, while Imposters try to sabotage and kill as many Crewmates as possible - until the numbers are so low Imposters can't
vote. Theoretically, your work with Crewmate is simple: try to avoid getting killed, fill out the taskbar and find out who kills your team. As practice turns out, however, it is not so simple. Good teammates must be perceptive, distrustful, communicative and aware of the game. The following Crewmate tips show you how to do this. Oh, and if you have fun in the game then why not check out some of the many
other games like ours so you can stress-test these friendships all over again. Among us tips Here are our top us tips: Move groups Keep an eye on players performing tasks Common Tasks Don't waste your visual tasks Always try to fix sabotage Use emergency meetings strategizing If in doubt, leave the vote Don't spam Move groups the best way to prevent the rogue, is staying together. If you are
accompanied by other crewmates, Imposters can not murder you ... Unless, of course, you're lucky enough to be hanging out with two scammers. The size of the groups depends on the number of Imposters. If there are two cheats, you need a group of five to be safe. Remember: Imposters can be multi-kill when they work together. In addition, be prepared to sabotage events designed to break up groups.
Keep an eye on players when you see a player on a task, don't assume they're safe and friendly. If they're really on the task, the taskbar should perform. They also need time to complete the task, especially if it is long. See anyone start the reactor right now? A fraud! Use emergency meetings strategizing emergency appointments are mainly used to find out who the killer is. But why not use them to
strategize your team as well? You can use the option to suggest you stay in a group or ask people to see how you perform a visual action. Too often an emergency meeting becomes a screaming game of accusations from Crewmate and Imposter both claiming their innocence. Common tasks If you can get a common task, such as Insert keys to Polus or Swipe Card polus and Skeld, everyone else has it
too. It also includes That if you don't have a common mission, no one else has it. In other words, it's useful to know where the locations of the usual tasks are. Do you see someone who performs a common mission you don't have? Another con man! Don't waste your visual tasks Only Crewmates can do tasks, so visual tasks are very valuable. If you see someone perform a visual task like a scan at MedBay
or Laboratory, you can be 100% sure they are clear. In other words, if you visually perform tasks without other players present, you're basically diminishing your chances of winning. Some players even call the presence of visual lypowered, so don't throw them away. If you record them, you can even use them to prove your innocence after an emergency meeting. Always try to improve sabotage Don't wait
for others to fix sabotage. If all crewmates have the same mindset, then are sure to lose the game. Of course, the risk that no one will fix sabotage becomes greater when the player's count shrinks. If you really want to skip, do it at the beginning of the game. And remember; sabotage can be used to set traps, so try to move on in groups. If in doubt, skip the vote Too many crewmates vote on any color
mentioned first. If there is serious evidence against this person, vote and vote down. But if it's based on speculation, don't take any chances. This is especially true at the beginning of the game, because the evidence is often scarce and there is still a lot of time to catch the Rogue. Do pay attention to who seems to be casting their doubts so early though, they may want to sow the seeds of distrust. Do not
spam You should not be afraid to talk, but there is no need to ask the same question over and over again. Sometimes, among us conversations to watch (or sound) sees this: Who? Where? Where was the body? Red sus Where? Who should I vote for? You can't control your teammates, but at least you can't join. Try to break the cycle by noting some useful observations and when you get crowded out. Is
the killing fresh? Did you know that if you find a body standing up, that means the killing is fresh? If you just passed someone before finding a body then they need a very good excuse to survive the vote. Don't forget the ventilation! All too often, Crewmembers seem to forget that Imposters can use vents. Beware of phrases like Blue didn't, because I saw him in that room. If you're really serious about
winning a game, you should learn how vents are connected. You're going to win power to destroy a lot of idiots. CHECK ROOMS While driving your task, check the room you pass through the corpses. If all crewmates are fully focused on tasks, it may take time to discover the body. Not only do you give the fraudster enough time to kill again, but all the evidence is gone. Check the Door log , this function on
the mira headquarters card must be for each player who is Three sensors have been placed on the map. This log will help you find out who was at the time of the murder and who has lied. Please note that the door log only shows the last 20 events. It can be convenient to catch up with venting imposters as they can unleash two sensors on the opposite end of the map. Use cameras like doorlog, skel and
Polus cameras to give you information on everyone's whereabouts. You can even catch a killer who's out of the action. More experienced Imposters will notice flashing cameras when you look at them. But you can use it too. Walk away from the camera and go back. If you're lucky, The Impostor thought you'd left and would now expose himself to the killer. Live by these rules and you'll be the best detective
in the game! You want a little bonus tip? Do not say light green and light blue; It's lime and cyan for insiders. Better yet, among us 2 now cancelled, there is no need to re-learn the game sequel. Many of these skills also translate games like ours, so we really have provided an exceptional service here. Among us is a new social deduction game that has broken the internet in the last few months. It was
released back in 2018, but has reached its high level in 2020. Game fraud has made it really difficult for teammates who have to find a cheater among them. It's quite hard work to complete all the tasks in the game while keeping an eye on the dodgy crewmate. In this article, we offer some of the best tips for performing tasks with a teammate and keeping a watchful eye on the imposter(s) among Us.Also:
Ranking all of our tasks with simple hard5 best tips for teammates among UsKeeping to remember all the different aspects among us, let's look at the various tips of teammates in the game:1) Follow each teammate carefully Follow each teammate carefully (Image Credits: YouTube) Fraudsters can never do or perform any task among us. So, if you suspect someone, follow them to the location of the next
task and look for the green in the upper-left corner of the screen above the taskbar. If the taskbar doesn't come up too long, then it's definitely a shaming task. Take advantage of and call an emergency meeting discussion!2) Visual Tasks for Visual Tasks (Image Credits: YouTube)There are many visual tasks available on almost all three maps among us, including medbay Submit Scan, Weapons and Clear
O2 filter. As a teammate, make sure you have one or two alibi who can guarantee you that you won't be kicked out of the meeting. To do this, stay with one or two buddies and do some visual tasks in front of them to prove your innocence. 3) Complete all tasks complete all tasks (Image Credits: YouTube)As a teammate, the most important thing to do among us is to complete all the tasks assigned to you
as soon as possible. This will increase the Winning the game because if all teammates complete all their tasks before the impostor/ s can kill off the whole team, they will automatically win the game.4) Search cctv footage Search CCTV footage (Image Credits: YouTube)If you are suspicious about 2 or 3 people, it is always recommended to go to the safe room and monitor the movements of your
teammates. CCTV footage among us allows you to track some locations and if you are lucky enough, a fraudster/s can kill a teammate right in front of a security camera! 5) Watch out for vents Watch out for vents (Image Credits: YouTube)Vents are one of the most dangerous features among teammates. If you are near or near any of the vents, be careful and take a few steps back. These openings are
very viable for the cheater/s when they use it to pop out and move to different locations in the game, either kill or escape. Therefore, players are advised not to be too close to vents and monitor who comes out of it, so you can run for your life and call an emergency meeting. Read also: 5 best stylish outfits among Us Published 01 Nov 2020, 12:20 AM IST IST
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